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Contact us:   

I’d prefer it if you contacted me through the 90s.  I’ve been awfully nostalgic about 
them lately.  Maybe it’s the fonts.  More than anything I associate the 90s with a mighty 
struggle to break free of the tyranny of fonts.  This is probably because I was young 
for much of the 90s yet I remember all of them.  If my memory is correct it must because 
Basquiat would paint in expensive Armani suits.  He would walk around in the same, 
splattered with paint.  Hear me out when I say that Basquiat’s painting “Skull” 
predicted the shaking, wacky fonts of early 90s Nickleodeon.  They buy everything 
eventually. And they buy it wrong.  Basquiat painted the sound of a skull screaming 
at itself.  They always buy it wrong. When white people started playing the blues they 
couldn’t possibly have known what it meant. 

You can also find us on the Facebooks or email: eddystreetcommoners@gmail.com 

Editor: Craig Finlay  
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Legend of Bearmen Rising 
Daniel A. Lockhart 
 
Coax forth the pathway of ancestors, let descend their stories upon the heads of the 
marten in sure fire descent. In provided for waves of warmth from the crumbling coats 
of a double-wide trailer wood stove, feel their arrival. Washed over, wave followed by 
wave as if Lake Winnipeg arisen from the restless banks, delivered a summer it has 
never found. Old men sing the fire of creation back into the callous cracking tree moon. 
In these songs, in this rising warmth, feel that creation falls back upon itself, washes out 
that which was once forgotten.  
 
    Upon the Bay  
     of Shining Waters 
   draped in  
    fallen  
    breath  
   of Grandfather of the West,  
    that rocks shall collide 
     and shake back  
    at the wounds left 
   by small men with big guns 
   and hunger for what is not theirs 
 
Three months into a world without Dudley George and the lounge between games is 
aglow like a Tragically Hip album, charged with a darkness that could find form in a 
well worn sheet with well-placed stones. Believe that the Bearmen awoke when Grace, 
Too bore out and through the lounge jukebox. The slow awakening comes in buckling 
with will and determination and ends in a harmonic waffle between the lines all people 
must walk. The Northwind rink had drawn the Police Union rink and the match white 
board alone told the way that every opening to every medicine album comes with 
something sweet, something driving, something sure to find its footing in rage. 
 
 How sniper riffles rattle 
  holes through a school bus 
  and the one shot too many 
  that pulls breath from creation 
 
At the bar, three mustached men, hold tightly to their bottles of lakefront beer, brag that 
the album is one that they played when they busted the grow-op other side of Wasaga. 
Bartender keeps her distance between them and ice bucket and bar taps. Hairless one 
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returns to the empty seat, proclaims that the only thing between them and the trophy 
are the chugs from the island, that the world knows they might gripe but in the end 
they all fall like a George in a parking lot with a few well placed quick slights of hand.      
 
  Overheard,  
  Meldrum Bay rink  
   recoils into the bay 
  waiting  
  in the quiet  
  where Indians believe 
  safety rests.  
   strength builds.   
   
Northwind carries some breath back, whispers Dudley into the icebox air two feet 
above the sheet. The hammer cold against his naked hand and the fluorescent lights 
hum down their drone of a song that lets him know the ancestors are watching, they too 
have arrived. Two Heads and Snake posed with brooms just ahead, await the spring 
and the release. Aimed at the four staggered blue rocks in the house against their red 
three, the song sings down to Northwind coaxes his movements into the lines and 
pathways he can’t see. This rock must cast out the ones that have come to before them 
to the sheet. Northwind releases. 
 

Cold between the fabric  
   of his knees rock unhooks,  
  spins like sun rising 
   to meet moon, hesitates. 
 
And the rock spins down sheet, Northwind hollering to the sweepers, howling 
medicine songs to guide the broom and slant the world for just a few moments for all of 
Indian-kind. Snake and Two Heads run clear and free as if a herd of caribou over the 
ancient open air ridges beneath Lake Huron. Before they hit the first hash mark they 
peel off to the side. And the sheet is draped in ear ringing quiet that lets you know all of 
creation is playing witness.  
 
    

The peaks and valleys 
   of water stopped in mid stride 
   turns rock in cascade, 
    curves the path like comet 
    streaking an Indiana sky. 
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Heavy, heaving rupture as granite collides with granite and Northwind regains his feet. 
Witness as the union stones are cast out of the house. Three red defiant rocks holding 
the sheet and existence itself in place. Witness the stoic defiance of each rock as creator 
delivers the only sort of justice a contemporary treaty Indian could hope for. 
Proclamations of burnt stories emerge from the opposition. 
   

Two Heads runs first 
   as if a moose is winged 
   and must be caught before 
   it escapes. Mid-stride  
  he grabs the Esso Foley Township 
  Bonspiel Trophy.  
   Bursts out rink doors 
   before complaints ensue. 
 
Northwind delivers the blow that dislodges him from Ontario curling. Delivers it with 
the same broom that he bent creation with. And the cheers and protestations collapse 
back to the hum of fluorescent lights as the Union skip face plants into empty cups and 
used towels. Through the lounge each gaping stride of the only way to win battles out 
of your territory. Northwind runs through the rink, out of the lounge, every step 
leveraged 
 
  In the path of Snake 
   into Two Heads’  
   grand caravan 
    Eagles’ Already Gone 
   delivering honour beats 
    into the night, 
    victorious 
  Meldrum Bay rink burning 
  up bridges all the way 
  back to the rock of Manitoulin.  
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Centering in these Straits: Deerskin Drum Vision 
 for Phil Beaudoin 

 
First deep soil 

   chant arrives  
   with hunter’s heartbeat 
  as ahtuk tears the leaves  
  compressed beneath foot.  
  Methodical, built for release, 
   yet methodical and still 
   hovering in wait. 
 
He sings to the heart of creation. Coaxes it from silence, draws the music from it, brings 
to bear the attention of it upon himself, then projects it outward. Because centre and self 
are forces in the cascade of this song, pushed by the hand drum, coaxed by adept 
motions of hand. He sings to electric deer, the shifting swirls of colour, the auras of 
hawks. Let’s them dance before him and him alone, as he holds the vision of creation 
that few hold. So he performs for them, plays for each of us watching, welcomes the 
invisible ways of creation in the rhythm of his drum.  
 
 Ahtuk skin from a fallen 
 buck who walked upon 
  the alkali island, 
  killed in the runt, 
  discovered by canoe, 
 calls back with drum paddle 
  of repetition on taunt skin. 
 
So it returns to the land. The bits left to float in the shining waters of the river beyond, 
waters cast out in the great bear’s anger, waters that divide two portions of the same 
land across this strait. The drummer rests, takes in fledgling ice and obstinate water on 
this cold autumn night in the drug addiction part of the city. He devours the backyard 
amphitheater with Simon Girty eyes. Contemplates each performance as a divine act of 
creation. Speaks of words and rhythm and the medicine of places as one in the same. A 
song, to be played back, a gift to caress even the least deserving portions of creation 
with.  
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  Sun up, 
   Fighting Island alight 
  from sunlight behind you, 
   light stretches across earth 
   regardless of borders. 
 
River breathes steam into dense fall air. Trees burn back in pre-hibernation colour, 
golds and oranges to reflect and welcome the sun’s return. Restless water rises in the 
time before freeze-up, exhales wisps of murmur songs to empty air above. We stand at 
the carved harbour at the bend of land named for the coward that crushed the medicine 
stone at Waawiiyaatanong. Our ears and eyes, turned to the vista of land that once 
provided for people’s every need. Inland rusted out dredges and cranes and cargo 
containers insinuate all the ways we both need and don’t need the gouges we leave 
upon the earth. In encroaching winter air heavy with hints of road salt and industrial 
chemical bath, the shoreline before us and its detritus behind us fits well into its rust 
belt stereotypes. Grass Island churns up white capped warnings between us and the 
island. This is as close as we get.   
 
 Cormorants skim grass 
  island and glass  
  river surface. He  
  and creation  
  greet each other. 
 
Our bodies are wrapped in this thick air and exhale breath in the gaps between, in the 
passing stillness witness the motions of grandparents, the quiet that follows the 
crystallizing exhalation is a child’s breath in morning. Take three steps, each one 
necessarily intertribal, each one belonging to those inheritors of the turtle shell, each one 
closer to creation. Men live inland, behind us, dryland scrapped and pockmarked out of 
marshland. Fearful of water as it could be darkness when it lies where men fancy 
themselves to rest. Listen close. You can hear a sunrise ceremony sung back on the 
nearby shore, proclaiming that the centre must be found. 
 
 Leaves from out to the island, 
  summer in the fading yellows, 
  fresh burnt browns, the season 
  in dying beauty and anticipation. 
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In his song hear the words about electric deer, orders of light, the types of medicine 
good and bad that rest at the centre of things. We watch from our shore this island 
haunted by the failures of rum-runners, poisoned by John B. Ford and his chemical 
dump, risen in stunted grasses and early transition tree cover through the thin crust of 
alkaline salt crust. He pauses, lowers the drum to his chest. We are left with the world 
other people’s grandparents used up. Hear that world and its chorus sung from around 
the spit of upturned soil and restless water as it parts around shore and moves towards 
the great lake beyond, the spirit of our earth defiant yet brittle, resilient yet battered, 
beautiful yet haggard. Drum raised in rhythm and the muscle twitch returns, greets the 
course of ocean bound water, calls to the marshes inland, and the land beneath our feet. 
In certainty the story arriving from the drum arrives from the warmth of smoldering 
Odawa fires, the emptiness of failed carnival promises, and the way that creation itself 
fights through the harshest runt, allows each of us upon this turtle back to rise again.   
 
  He drones like bullfrog 
  and snowy oils, places hand 
  across drum skin, heartbeat 
  arising from muscle twitch 
   across the water 
   witness is fresh light 
   gossamer golden aura 
   of ash and birch 
   in an ascending sun 
   and a fading autumn. 
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To the Man Chasing me Down Jefferson Street at Noon on Tuesday 

Krista Cox  

 

Maybe I dropped my debit card  
and you were yelling 
my name, the small grey  
card held in your hand above  
your head, but the wind rolling  
off the river beat your voice 
to my eardrums and the sun blurred  
my vision just enough to make a fist  
where there was actually 
a wave. Or maybe 
you recognized me from the open mic two  
Thursdays ago—I was wearing the same  
skirt, walking with the same sense 
of self-conscious  
hesitation. Maybe you would 
have made my day. Maybe you wanted  
to apologize for the two  
men who catcalled me on the walk I 
was taking to slow my body’s 
mutiny, or for the way the man  
on the bike had smiled  
at me—how it didn’t make it to his  
eyes because they were busy,  
busy—or for the men who taught me to 
mistrust a smile, second-guess a  
compliment, showed me all the  
different things an outstretched  
hand could do.  
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The Bioluminescence of Nostalgia 
  

I weave my paddles  
through the wide thighs 
of mangroves & watch  
the subtle white chirps 
of the water’s microscopic boarders & I remember 
the smell of him: the faint musk of fragility, 
of denial of fragility. I lose track 
of the guide, follow another lost tourist  
through the glow. I am drawn 
as though by gravity  
to his absence, to the heaviness 
of the sky above our separation. He was never able  
to believe I wasn’t  
a bird. It wasn’t about  
flying, but the lack  
of sinking. The way I disturb  
the wilderness. The quickness 
of these legs that he would swear 
resembled wings. 
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For Sale by Owner: 
 

One 2007 Hyundai Tiburon 
post-divorce coupe, Mid-Life 
Crisis Blue with matching 
wheels, stolen bowling 
shoe footprints, size 1, on the driver 
seat leather back. Barely lived in. 
Cohabitation and codependency, OBO. 
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Poem on the Event of Communing with the Dead at Age 27 – 7 

Nick Wort 

 

I. 

I am sorry that your heart is spoiled  
like a cell phone dropped in  
a piss filled toilet. 
 
All that loneliness is just nausea baby,  
a joy that will never cover me 
 
 

— I want to feel this hopeless every day. 

 

You’re a fucking coward. 

 

Our vulnerability creeks like an attic floorboard,  
— watch me count your bones, every last one of them 
— just to see how many are missing. Wrap the answer 
in a gold flake bow and leave it on your doorstep.  

 

You have nothing to be afraid of; no one 
would ever want to love you anyway. 

 

II.  
 
In between whiskey slurs,  
on those finger-painted nights 
 
 

— I know you deserve the world. 
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I can offer you one square inch of gravel, displaced  
by a 1994 Ford Bronco, painted in  
white primer from a can of Rust-Oleum. 

 

Make me sing until  
my lungs turn to popcorn, distill  
3 decades of industrial work into 3 minutes 
 
 

— cough up bile, break my own heart, become more adventurous 
 
 

I am tired but I cannot sleep,  
go fuck yourself if you don’t understand 
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Rosemerry - 19 

You are not ruined , your jeans are just ripped 
 

—whispy strands of white and blue 
And that sun soaked red beneath  

 

—Nobody cursed you 
You’re just a coward 

 

But I will light a candle anyway 
Just in case 
White lipid waters behind a saint 
Neither of us believe in 

 

Maybe not yet, but eventually  
You’ll Put on your grown up pants  
(The ones without the holes) 

 
It was your choice 
And I won’t make you live with it.  
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In the Court of King Sadness 
Stephanie Erdman Forsythe  
 
There’s a requiem alive 
in corn fields; between  
 rows Where earth 
 
says something to the rip-kneed 
few who hear. Combines, these 
 heirloom rusted lepers, stir loam. 
 
Muted music of rain on glass: 
hymns to children lost 
 to threshers  Chewed 
 
toes of last season’s boots: 
crude leather. A map fragment from 
 the middle realm of a quilt 
 
that cannot escape combines 
and bug-sick elm trees. 
 We A fragmentary they, 
 
rediscover street maps 
in dust and sepia sheaves 
 that run inside us 
 
from somewhere pagan. (We 
suffer the little children come—) 
 Hands curled from tobacco knives 
 
nimble-tied nooses in drying barns. 
Teach them about transubstantiation 
 the transdermal nature of nicotine 
 
on their knotty scabbed arms. We 
find the furrows in our feet. 
 Blessed shoots Unsprung, 
 
ready to be cut down in autumn. 
Paper leaves all in a goddamn heat 
 and where the serpent lies in lines. 
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Covering Up a Tattoo That Said “Habibi” 
 حبیبي
 
The pornographic maws  
of swimsuit figurines for Hardee’s  
taught me to cover my mouth  
even when I laughed: the way  
 
I’d seen Japanese women do as they spoke  
 
their bird-language and gathered fallen Gingko berries  

from the sidewalk. Lips gaped 
a toothed Giant’s Causeway between;  
I learned to be self-conscious of strawberries. 
 
My trachea a gloved pistol grip 
 
and Jay’s fingerprints still visible: 
he had told me to turn over (I knew the color 
of pain coming then) I’d said, “No.” 
(I don’t think his name was really Jay) 
 

I remember how my eyes faded 
 
beautiful in haze, everything 

became a silk-painted background from a TechniColor movie: 
a road through the desert or 

Atlanta burning while Scarlett grasped  
 
at the earth of Tara.  That summer I learned  
 

to stop eating. To make  
my skeleton sculptural in skin  
an anchor-bound wind chime and listless.  

Fingers in thinning hair, fear 
 
no less real if my body 
 
had forgotten how to be sick with blood. When 
everything was coming to quiet. I gave 
the world back my vastness, something 
more that I needed to be enamored with: 
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his eyes wide that night, my car narrow  
 
between parking garages. What echoes  
quiet made! I turned the radio down 
to hear it reverberate my bones.  
 
I thought about walking down a center line,  
 

head down but for passing cars,  
picking out police cruisers by headlight shapes.  
We said to ourselves, “We cannot be sure.”  
How there are no limits when no one’s around; that night, 
 
I fucked a Saudi prince because his name was music  
 
and he tied honest knots, he counted my ribs  
with his tongue. I wonder if the smiles 
of models in tampon commercials mean the same 
as desperation. I become residue:  
 

stomach acid, cum, and Gingko tea. 
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Facebook Collage 

I am voting against that shit. 
I wrote you from the 18th century. 
I can stretch my fingertips to the horizons. 
I was told we were together three past lives ago 
 
living in a ghost town it seems. 
Look in the mirror with eyes closed, eating lipstick. 
Remember Indiana—harvests furrows and car dealerships, 
the wind in my bones. I tried to cut off my tongue 
 
so He knows my voice when I come. 
I feel so invigorated. What energy never dies? 
Tears will be shed. I think this is my music’s fault.  
Stop the music. We are going to school. 
 
You are almost eighteen and I am leaving soon.  
They’re not going to lick me If I have to lie, steal, cheat, or kill. 
Okay, I’m just kidding about the lying, cheating, stealing, and killing part. 

The girl I danced with at the Vault while 
calling a storm in Venice, while 
moving a door with my mind in Loma Linda. 
…How we can access these powers? 
 
I think it is all coming together 
spearheading the idea that it is okay, 
it’s all okay. Take me to the windmills 
the ton-deep clouds, blessed strings of clouds 
 
between which the fixed streams 
grow deep in bait fish. Who is the idle god? 
With hidden whorls, I want to paddle skies 
with you. This place where I feel most famous. 
 
The treasure. The night. The other shit. 
Sunlingual--weak, pressed shit 
only trees that activated it all. 
Blackout. Diabolic senseless prayers, invoke the…night 
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Maya blue and starred powder diffraction 
we are the center of the flame where an undertow creates  
portraits of lost children, jade beads, shells, stone tools, 
fossilized in the press of silt, sober bones. 
 
the only time I’ll trip is winter in the mountains. 
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I hide my splinters from you 

afraid 
of the pain of absence 
ejection, I want 
 
to let them root deep 
into my bones, regenerated 
fingers to feed off my blood, 
just as I do, to spread deep 
and making room for itself 
 
a welcome invasion. 
Like music possession 
burning the shards of books 
I have collected and places 
where I have dreamed 
 
my future for instant need 
of water. I am always thirsty 
now. Gallons of water 
to cool the summer in my organs 
to soften the soil around my toes 
 
 my skin like birch paper 
 and leaves palm up in breezes 
  before the rain. 
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Leaning North 
 
toward your forest heart, 
“Forget me last,” 
because I can’t think  
 
of another wish. This 
deep land, our wrists 
tattooed together, a smiling 
 
dark-haired girl leans 
against your stepside truck 
in a dream from 20 years ago 
 
before we were young together 
before the grape vines 
before the dunes behind us. 
 
“Don’t forget me.” Because 
the moon is so near 
because our luggage is mingled 
 
I’ve been forgotten before. 
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HOAP OF A TREE 
 
The burls as big as your head 
somehow. Every oak, the heart 
of the wood and soul of the stone, 
rotten inside. Downstream 
of the Tupelos, upstream singing 
an ode to the trees of Michigan 
the shivering branches and fingers of sky 
human artifacts in their respirant tissues. 
 

 



 
 
 
D.A. Lockhart is the author of five poetry collections, including Gravel Lot That was 
Montana (Mansfield Press 2018) and This City at the Crossroads (Black Moss Press 2017). 
He currently splits his time between Waawiiyaatanong and Pelee Island. Lockhart is a 
turtle clan citizen of the Moravian of the Thames First Nation. He is the publisher at 
Urban Farmhouse Press: http://www.urbanfarmhousepress.com/ 
 
Krista Cox is a paralegal and poet based in the Midwest but longing for somewhere 
saltier. She’s the Managing Editor of Doubleback Review, a journal for work from defunct 
journals, and an Associate Poetry Editor at Stirring: A Literary Collection. She’s also the 
Executive Director of Lit Literary Collective, a nonprofit serving her local literary 
community. Her poetry has appeared in Columbia Journal, Crab Fat Magazine, The 
Humanist, and elsewhere. More at http://kristacox.me. 
 
Stephanie Erdman studied at Purdue University and received her master’s degree 
through Indiana University. While her poetry doesn’t necessarily fit the label 
“Midwestern poet,” she is a poet from and of this place. Her poems try to capture the 
universal views, moments, and feelings that occur in the Midwest but are common to 
most everywhere. She writes about Indianapolis and Nashville, Washington and South 
Bend, Detroit and Niles and the lakeshore and Chicago but records them in the feeling 
that these places could be anywhere. Stephanie lives in Southwest Michigan and works 
as a professor of English and as a vacuum cleaner technician. 

Nick Wort ate an entire bag of Spicy Sweet Chili Doritos yesterday.  His work has 
appeared in Philosophical Idiot, Soft Cartel, Twyckenham Notes, and probably a few other 
places he doesn’t remember.  

https://www.facebook.com/daniellockhar
https://www.facebook.com/daniellockhar
http://www.urbanfarmhousepress.com/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fkristacox.me%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0S8JA5191rC87MeDMk03K-FtL8E3qTk9snDLv6YATeFV6BT7J8FdffcqY&h=AT3mCJol1_awJXQ3FvVNaXqz5ICQuMyVaV-xg8U8zklm0EiXyVh4Nb9JOCQ8T0hLjFTRKCVeabnNgB1IUuOoPvh_onFqhNjah0zfIQIdu8y-ym3nXYDqiG_7MC_jH6Ki-A
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